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Statement of Purpose
Through this letter of intent, I am going to elaborate my university study along with my job experiences
and my future career objectives. I will also explain with supportive reasons why I choose Australia as my
destination country.
I am XXXX, born in 1983 Jan 13, son of XXXX, permanent resident of Kathmandu, Nepal. I completed my
School leaving certificate (SLC) in 1999 scoring 74%, Intermediate Level in 2001 securing 64.76%,
Bachelor in Science in 2006 Securing 57.50% and Master in Physics in 2013 securing 57.89%. I am
married and have a son of four years who is studying in LKG. My wife XXXX who has completed her
10+2 in education and has been working as a teacher in XXXX for three years.
During the period when I had completed my intermediate level, government took long duration to
publish result and almost all the students from science faculty were also busy on preparing entrance
examination for engineering. I was also busy on preparing entrance examination. During the period
when I had completed my Bachelor in physics, there was only one university-Tribhuvan University (TU)
which conducted master in physics and there were only 60 seats available. Due to this reason we most
of the physics students could not continue our further study. As soon as I completed my Bachelor level, I
joined in a XXXX at Chhetrapati, Kathmandu as a secondary teacher in mathematics. My sincerity,
dedication and hardworking were taken into account that lead me to work with management team. My
managerial skill and innovative methodology for the betterment and promotion of school were highly
regarded and hence school management members offered me to work with them as a founder of
school. My perpetual dedication, unbound credibility, critical and cut-edging idea for the upcoming
progress and improvement of institution were being valued and recognized unaccountably. After the
years of experience, acumen managerial skill, dexterity and far-reaching vision, I was finally appointed as
the Managing Director (MD) of the school. I am also working XXXX as a part time teacher in the morning
and evening shift. I have also attended many official meetings organized by district administration and
Private Boarding School of Organization (PABSON) in order to run the institution smoothly, qualitatively
and quantitatively.

It has been more than three years that I have been working as a managing director in my institution but
I could not get real achievement and success that I am dreaming of. In order to get success and remove
my weakness I had attended many seminars, meetings organized by PABSON and District Education
Office (DEO) but I could not get into the core of success. After a lot of research I finally come to the
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conclusion that all what I lack to run my institution smoothly, effectively and efficiently is due to my
inefficient and insufficient knowledge regarding to administration and management. Now it is high time
for me to get depth knowledge associated with management sector that leads me to take my institution
into acme level. That is why I want to switch on my future career in MBA and Project management. This
course is not only globally recognized and versatile but it will help me to get out of my problem that I
have facing for more than three years. The master of Business Administration (MBA) assists me to
develop my cognitive, technical, organizational, computing, problem solving and how to execute human
resources, technical resources and financial resources timely, effectively and profitably. The Global
Project Management (MPM) helps me to identify and solve organizational problems using a systematic
decision, apply advance principles of project management and organizational development, execute
strategic planning and best practices for cost and risk management, financial metrics, monitoring and
evaluation. As I am owner of my own entrepreneur this dual course brush up my managerial skill,
knowledge and business acumen that provides me to integrate business disciplines as well as project
management with the advanced leadership and decision-making skills needed to excel in highperforming global organization. With this course I will acquire the business and management skills to
evaluate, synthesize, analyze and apply the concept when leading unique projects on a multi-national
scale.
Australia is the best destination for foreign students because of friendly environment, easy adaptation
of weather, quality education, academic reputation, PSW, ESOS act, TPS system and OSHC. The degree
acquired from Australia has a strong international reputation and is globally recognized. Australian
education qualification is included under one national system-Australian Qualification Framework (AQF)
which is easy for overseas governments to recognize our qualification. The Australian government
provides PSW opportunities to all the international students which is the most influential part that
attracts foreign students. PSW gives the opportunity to gain international work experience which will be
beneficial for the students for their future career. Education Service For Overseas Student (ESOS)
framework protects the right of international students studying in Australian including your right to
receive, before enrolling, current and accurate information about the courses, fees, modes of study.
Overseas students are protected by a Tuition Protection Services (TPS) under Australian Government
Legislation. The Overseas Student Health Cover (OSHC) must be paid before student visa which entitles
students to free hospital cover and 85% of standard doctor’s fees. Besides, Australia is a beautiful
country with plenty to see and do since more than 15% of the best cities are located in Australia.
I have researched about USA and UK as well. GRE and GMAT are mandatory for graduation students in
USA which are very tough and hard to crack and it takes long time to prepare for international students.
In USA and UK there is no Tuition Protection Scheme (TPS) and fees are not like Australia. The currency
values of these countries are also very high as compared to Australia. My parents are also unwilling to
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send me USA as we heard multiple gun shoots occurred in USA. Approximately 1.4 million people have
been killed using firearms n U.S between 1968 and 2011. Firearms were used to kill 13,286 people in the
U.S in 2015. In U.S lots have gun ownership hence Robbery case is also higher in U.S. Crime rate in U.K is
three times than in United States. On the other hand Australia is a peaceful country.
In Nepal there are only five accredited universities and to get admission in such universities is very tough
because there is only limited number of seats but the competitors are from all around the country. On
the other hand these universities need high requirements such as minimum 60% in under gradutes and
graduates. It also requires GMAT and KUMAT which are derivative of GRE and GMAT. Moreover, most of
the universities are still conducting examination in yearly based not in semester based. The class sizes
are quite big such that students have less class discussion and professors are unable to give individual
attention to the students. Methodologies are still traditional and curriculums are completely theory
based not research based.
Sydney has always become the most popular study destination for many international students from all
over the world as it is a clean, safe, multicultural and cosmopolitan city. It is livable city with stability,
health care, culture and environment, education and infrastructure. As my major is in MBA and Project
Management so I need cosmopolitan city which is full of industries and companies such that I get easy
access during my internship and research program. On the other hand, Sydney has the world pleasant
climate condition with average temperature of 19 °C. The maximum temperature is 25 °C and minimum
temperature is 10 °C like Kathmandu in Nepal.
Before XXXX University at Sydney I had gone through many other universities websites such as
University of Tasmania, The University of Sunshine Coast at Brisbane, Victoria University at Sydney,
South Wales University etc. Most of the university provides only single graduation either In Project
Management or MBA but XXXX provides both graduations which is the field of my interest. Moreover, I
have gone through the international feedback of pre-graduates and according to them the university
provides full range of studying environment including library facilities, computer lab with free internet
facilities and research facilities. Class size is comparatively small so that lecturers could pay attention to
individual students and solve their problems instantly. XXXX has corresponded with lots of industries,
national and multi-national companies which enhance direct career plan of the MBA students for their
future internship as well as research program.
With lots of ambition I am applying Masters in MBA and Project Management which is complete two
years course. After the completion of my graduation I will soon apply for Post Study Work (PSW) which
provides international work experience working with international expertise. During PSW I will not only
accumulate tons of experiences but it will also help me develop my attitude, communication skills and
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my personality which all I need to run my own institution after I return my homeland. After PSW I will be
full confident and well fit in my profession and I genuinely return to my country to take over my
responsibility as a Managing Director of my own Institution. I will fully implement these methodologies,
knowledge and skills in my own institution. My ambition is to reform my institution and convert it into
university with international standard and curriculum. I want to add one more university in my country
with international curriculum and methodologies. This will be fulfilled by the international degree and
experience I will gain from this university.
I am married and I also want to take my spouse with me as a dependent so that she will support me in
the household activities and I can give full time for my study. It will be easy for us to cope all the things
together in new place and new environment. She has worked as a teacher for more than three years.
I am well aware of my visa condition, my visa subclass is 500. I am completely well known and I will
abide by all the rules and regulation imposed for the international students. I have to maintain 80% of
attendance in each semester and have to cover by health insurance (OSHC). As per the rule international
students are legally permitted to do work for 40 hours per fortnight.
I am well aware of my tuition fees, living expenses, OHSC fees and travelling expenses including my
dependent during my stay in Australia. So, my family and my laws family are going to sponsor me during
my stay in Australia.
It will be my great honor if you give me an opportunity to enroll in your university and I will do my best
to complete my course with excellent result. I will not leave any single blemish during my stay in
Australia. I am looking forward to hearing your positive response.
Thank you
Yours Sincerely

XXXX
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